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Abstract
In this paper, I examine whether the use of artificial intelligence (AI) and automated decision-making (ADM) aggravates 
issues of discrimination as has been argued by several authors. For this purpose, I first take up the lively philosophical 
debate on discrimination and present my own definition of the concept. Equipped with this account, I subsequently review 
some of the recent literature on the use AI/ADM and discrimination. I explain how my account of discrimination helps to 
understand that the general claim in view of the aggravation of discrimination is unwarranted. Finally, I argue that the use 
of AI/ADM can, in fact, increase issues of discrimination, but in a different way than most critics assume: it is due to its 
epistemic opacity that AI/ADM threatens to undermine our moral deliberation which is essential for reaching a common 
understanding of what should count as discrimination. As a consequence, it turns out that algorithms may actually help to 
detect hidden forms of discrimination.
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1 Introduction

The argumentation presented in this paper proceeds in three 
steps: in part one (Sect. 2–5), I will take up the rich and 
sophisticated philosophical discussion on discrimination 
of recent years and take sides with those who criticize the 
presumption that the concept carries significant normative 
power. In fact, I will push this criticism a step further and 
argue that the notion of discrimination itself is inappropriate 
for ethical justification. I will argue that it can only serve to 
flag actions which we consider morally wrongful for other 
reasons. This does not mean that the notion of discrimina-
tion is entirely useless. It rather means that one must pay 
attention to whether the notion is applied properly. The cor-
rect use of the notion of discrimination is “Action A is a 
case of discrimination, because of ω [where ω refers to an 
established weighting of relevant ethical concerns in a given 

context]” and not “Action A is wrong, because it is a case 
of discrimination”.

Equipped with this line of argument I will, in part 
two (Sect. 6 and 7), review some of the recent literature 
on the use of artificial intelligence and automated deci-
sion-making (henceforth AI/ADM) in various areas of 
life. Several authors have claimed that the use of AI/ADM 
aggravates issues of discrimination. I will maintain that the 
notion of discrimination is frequently used in an unqualified 
manner as if it were, by itself, a source of ethical justifica-
tion. However, given the analysis of part one, a reasonable 
weighting of relevant ethical concerns needs to be provided 
to show that the use of AI/ADM in a particular area is ethi-
cally objectionable.

In the final part (Sect. 8 and 9), I will claim that the use 
of AI/ADM can, in fact, aggravate issues of discrimination, 
but in a different way than most critics assume. With the 
implementation of AI/ADM, it becomes much more difficult 
to determine whether certain instances are at odds with an 
established weighting of relevant ethical concerns. It is due 
to its epistemic opacity that AI/ADM threatens to undermine 
exactly the kind of moral deliberation that is essential for 
reaching an understanding in view of what should count as 
discrimination. However, algorithms may also help to detect 
hidden forms of discrimination.
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2  The philosophical debate 
about the concept of discrimination

A couple of years ago, a vigorous debate about the concept 
of discrimination commenced in philosophy. Although com-
monly used in everyday talk and prevalent in many national 
legislations and supra-national codes—not least in article 7 
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights—, providing 
a conclusive analysis of the concept of discrimination proved 
to be difficult. Defining discrimination in a way that covers 
all or at least most of the established uses turned out to be 
especially hard. Approaches which simply take discrimina-
tion to denote unjust differential treatment are, in contrast, 
uninformative. Moreover, controversies arose regarding the 
question why exactly discrimination is morally wrong.1 Not-
withstanding lasting disagreements, the debate has undoubt-
edly brought about considerable clarification. In particular, 
it has led to a number of conceptual differentiations which 
are now well established. These include, above all, the 
distinctions between direct and indirect discrimination as 
well as between individual, organizational and institutional 
discrimination (cf. Altman 2020, Sec. 2). However, for the 
argumentation in part one (Sect. 2–5) of this paper these 
distinctions are less important. The following discussion in 
part two (Sect. 6 and 7) and three (Sect. 8 and 9) is primarily 
targeted at discrimination by organizations, but its scope is 
not strictly limited to this form of discrimination.

Regarding the problem of definition, Kasper Lippert-Ras-
mussen has formulated what may now be called the standard 
view:

“X discriminates against (in favour of) Y in dimen-
sion W iif: (i) X treats Y differently from Z (or from 
how X would treat Z, were X to treat Z in some way) 
in dimension W; (ii) the differential treatment is (or is 
believed by X to be) disadvantageous (advantageous) 
to Y; and (iii) the differential treatment is suitably 
explained by Y’s and Z’s being (or believed by X to 
be) (members of) different, socially salient groups.” 
(Lippert-Rasmussen 2006, 168)

Note that this definition is non-moralized, i.e., it covers both 
wrongful and non-wrongful forms of discrimination. In par-
ticular, for Lippert-Rasmussen as well as for many other 

scholars, discrimination is only contingently bad (Lippert-
Rasmussen 2006, 174). In contrast, I will adopt a moral-
ized definition below according to which discrimination 
is necessarily bad (for the distinction between moralized/
non-moralized understandings of discrimination see Lippert-
Rasmussen 2013, 24–26; Thomsen 2018, 26–27).

While it was obvious before that discrimination is closely 
linked to group membership, it was not at all clear what 
kind of group membership qualifies for discriminatory 
practices. With his approach, Lippert-Rasmussen suggested 
that “social saliency” is essential in this regard. A typical 
legal provision on discrimination like the one in article 26 
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
includes a list of personal traits:

“All persons are equal before the law and are enti-
tled without any discrimination to the equal protec-
tion of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit 
any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal 
and effective protection against discrimination on any 
ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, 
political or other opinion, national or social origin, 
property, birth or other status.” (ICCPR, Art. 26)

According to Lippert-Rasmussen, the common feature of 
the traits mentioned—race, color, sex, language, religion, 
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, 
birth or other status—lies in the fact that the groups defined 
by these traits are “socially salient”. In view of this charac-
terization, he explicates:

“A group is socially salient if perceived membership 
of it is important to the structure of social interactions 
across a wide range of social contexts.” (Lippert-Ras-
mussen 2006, 169)

On this account, it is a case of discrimination (if it is) if an 
employer favors applicants, for example, on the basis of their 
race, say whites, and rejects others. It might also be wrong if 
an employer favors applicants with a certain eye color, say 
green, and rejects those with blue and brown eyes. However, 
according to Lippert-Rasmussen, such a behavior would not 
qualify as discrimination because the group of green-eyed 
people is not socially salient in the sense specified while the 
group of whites (and blacks respectively) is. Some consider 
this as an unreasonable limitation of the concept of discrimi-
nation (Thomsen 2013).

The main advantage of Lippert-Rasmussen’s approach 
is that it allows to dismiss those traits which are commonly 
not associated with discrimination. Lippert-Rasmussen men-
tions “non-family-members, unqualified applicants, or the 
undeserving” (2006, 169) as examples of such traits. If an 
employer rejects candidates on the basis of lacking qualifica-
tions, we would hardly call this discrimination. Following 
Lippert-Rasmussen, the reason for this is exactly that this 

1 Important contributions to this debate include Alexander (1992), 
Halldenius (2005), Lippert-Rasmussen (2006), Arneson (2006), 
Heinrichs (2007), Hellmann (2008), Moreau (2010), Segall (2012), 
Thomsen (2013), Lippert-Rasmussen (2013) and Cook (2015). In 
addition, some handbook articles have been influential, especially 
Ezorsky (1992), Nickel (1998) and Wasserman (1998). Altman 
(2020) provides an excellent systematic overview of this debate. Lip-
pert-Rasmussen (2018) has recently edited a comprehensive anthol-
ogy.
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trait does not define a socially salient group. Social saliency 
is, so to speak, the recurrent theme that connects those traits 
which define group memberships which are relevant regard-
ing discrimination.

Apparently, the concept of discrimination is, on this 
approach, a relative one: Social saliency may change over 
time and is dependent on cultural circumstances. This is 
consistent with the observation that a certain form of differ-
ential treatment may count as discrimination in one context 
and may be acceptable in another. It might, for example, be 
that in a particular society green-eyed and red-haired people 
have long suffered from disadvantageous treatment. Argu-
ably, in such a society, the above example of an employer 
who rejects an applicant because of his green eyes should 
count as discrimination just as disadvantageous treatment 
because of race or gender does count as discrimination in 
most modern societies.

Regarding the question of the moral wrongness of dis-
crimination, Lippert-Rasmussen has advocated a harm-
based account as compared to a disrespect-based account 
(Lippert-Rasmussen 2006, 174–184). The latter has, among 
others, been supported by Deborah Hellman. She maintains:

“Discrimination is wrong when it demeans. To demean 
is to treat another as less worthy.” (Hellman 2008, 33)

While on first view, Hellman’s approach seems to capture 
the particular kind of wrongness of discriminatory acts, 
Lippert-Rasmussen has argued against it on grounds that 
a discriminator’s false views about moral status are inap-
propriate to explain the moral badness at stake (Lippert-
Rasmussen 2006, 182–184). Rather, according to him, it is 
the fact of inflicted harm that accounts for the moral wrong-
ness of discrimination. In the course of the debate, other 
accounts have been developed. Moreau (2010), for exam-
ple, has maintained that discrimination is wrong because 
it interferes with deliberative freedoms which are equally 
important for everyone. Segall (2012), in turn, has argued 
that discrimination is bad because it undermines the equal-
ity of opportunity. Despite the differences, all the authors 
agree that (wrongful) discrimination is a distinctive form of 
moral wrongdoing that targets people because they belong 
to some group while other people which do not belong to 
this group are spared.

3  A critique of the social saliency account

Undeniably, Lippert-Rasmussen and others have pushed the 
debate about discrimination significantly further. However, 
some critics have claimed that his definition is both, too 
inclusive and too exclusive at the same time. On their view, 
the group criterion in general is not suitable to separate traits 
which are relevant in the context of discrimination (given 

a widely shared understanding) from those which are not. 
Most notably, Frej Thomsen has argued against a definition 
of discrimination including the group criterion. Accord-
ing to Thomsen, there are two strategies for justifying the 
group criterion (Thomsen 2013, 13ff. and 23ff.): either one 
tries to establish that there are “inherently relevant groups” 
or one focuses on “contextually relevant groups” (the lat-
ter being more or less Lippert-Rasmussen’s strategy). Yet, 
according to Thomsen, both strategies lead to a dead end. 
A natural way for further elaborating the first strategy is to 
spell out “inherent relevance” in terms of “responsibility 
for possessing a trait” (Thomsen 2013, 14). As Thomsen 
shows, a further differentiation is required to evaluate this 
account. Responsibility for having a trait can mean “past-
responsibility”, “future-responsibility”, or “immutability” 
(Thomsen 2013, 17). However, none of these accounts 
matches well with what we ordinarily consider as typical 
traits in the context of discrimination. Take immutability, 
for example: while race, color, national or social origin, and 
birth are immutable, language, religion, political or other 
opinion, property, and other status are not (and sex is some-
what undecided). Nevertheless, we expect both groups to be 
on the list of traits which are relevant for discrimination—at 
least in some contexts. Moreover, there are other traits which 
are immutable—e.g., shoe size—which are typically not on 
the list of relevant traits. Similar counterexamples can be 
found for past-responsibility and future-responsibility. Con-
sequently, one must admit that all three categories are both, 
too inclusive and too exclusive at the same time. Hence, 
all these accounts fail to allow for specifying a set of traits 
that characterize group membership in a way that meets the 
received extension of discrimination.

The second strategy might appear more promising since 
it focusses from the beginning “on a relatively well-defined 
set of traits, which are constitutive of groups that stand out 
because of their socially and historically specific group iden-
tity.” (Thomsen 2013, 23) However, according to Thomsen, 
this strategy introduces a new problem, because on this 
account idiosyncratic uses of certain traits for treating peo-
ple differently are excluded from the concept of discrimina-
tion. While such acts may still be morally objectionable, they 
do not qualify as cases of discrimination. In fact, Lippert-
Rasmussen explicitly acknowledges this and argues that it 
is in line with a common understanding of discrimination 
(Lippert-Rasmussen 2006, 169). Therefore, he could argue 
that Thomsen’s criticism falls short.

Yet, there is another problem with the second strategy, 
namely that referring to membership in a socially salient 
group does not constitute a case of discrimination under all 
circumstances and in all contexts. Imagine that a manufac-
turer of bikini wear is seeking models for presenting the 
new collection (Heinrichs 2007, 106). Rejecting male appli-
cants would hardly count as an instance of discrimination, 
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although gender is typically included in the list of relevant 
traits. Arguably, we would consider the manufacturer’s inter-
ests to have an appropriate promotion of his collection well 
founded. One could continue to argue that there is a “fac-
tual link” between the activity (promotion of bikini wear) 
and the trait in question (being female) (Heinrichs 2007, 
107). This would be in line with most anti-discrimination 
regulations which typically include exceptions. The EU 
Employment Equality Directive (2000/78/EC), for exam-
ple, holds in Art. 4 (1) that a difference of treatment which 
is based on discrimination-relevant characteristics such as 
sex “shall not constitute discrimination where, by reason 
of the nature of the particular occupational activities con-
cerned or of the context in which they are carried out, such a 
characteristic constitutes a genuine and determining occupa-
tional requirement, provided that the objective is legitimate 
and the requirement is proportionate.” (italics added) (cf. 
European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights 2011, sec. 
2.6.4) On closer inspection, however, it becomes clear that 
the link between activity or context on the one hand and per-
sonal trait on the other is never purely “factual” but always 
includes normative assumptions about appropriateness and 
reasonableness. We may, for example, find it appropriate 
that an employer expends considerable effort on creating a 
work environment that is suitable for a disabled employee. 
The claim that the employee is unable to pursue the activity 
without costly modifications would hardly count as a suf-
ficient reason for rejecting him or her. Overall, this proves 
that social saliency alone is neither necessary nor sufficient 
for defining what discrimination is.

4  A revised definition of discrimination

Given the central role that the notion of socially salient 
groups plays in Lippert-Rasmussen’s account of discrimina-
tion, its rejection has a far-reaching implication. Apparently, 
it is not a set of traits alone which defines what discrimi-
nation is. However, a revised definition of discrimination 
can preserve the insights of Lippert-Rasmussen’s account 
and, at the same time, get rid of its shortcomings. What is 
needed are two modifications: (1) deleting the specification 
“socially salient” in Lippert-Rasmussen’s third qualification 
and (2) adding a fourth, namely that the treatment is not in 
accordance with an established weighting of various relevant 
ethical concerns.

The notion “relevant ethical concerns” refers to accepted 
prima facie principles such as respect for the self-determina-
tion of others, do not harm, and justice, but may also include 
specific features of the area of life or the concrete situation 
in question. The notion “established weighting” indicates 
that it is not merely a set of ethical concerns that the con-
cept of discrimination incorporates, but that it is rather the 

result of a balancing process that fuels it. Viewed in this 
light, it becomes clear that the concept of discrimination 
has by itself no normative power. It is only a shortcut for a 
normative weighting (or, more precisely, for the disregard 
of such a weighting) which has been reached before. Clas-
sifying something as a case of discrimination is only pos-
sible after such a weighting has been established, not as an 
argument in the course of a debate on the use or non-use of 
certain traits. It is important to note that once a weighting 
has been established the concept of discrimination cannot 
be balanced against other ethical principles, because to call 
something a case of discrimination is already an all things 
considered-statement. It is for this reason that the princi-
ple of non-discrimination sometimes has the appearance of 
an especially important prima facie principle. In fact, it is 
not a prima facie principle at all. As a side note, it may be 
observed that on this account of discrimination, the debate 
on the specific wrong-making feature is likely to be undecid-
able. The nature of the moral wrongness of discrimination 
will, at least partly, depend upon which ethical principle 
gained dominance in the weighting process. To discrimi-
nate against someone may, therefore, sometimes be wrong 
because of the harm done and sometimes because of rights 
not granted or the opportunities not provided.

The revised definition of discrimination reads as follows:

“X discriminates against (in favour of) Y in dimen-
sion W iif: (i) X treats Y differently from Z (or from 
how X would treat Z, were X to treat Z in some way) 
in dimension W; (ii) the differential treatment is (or 
is believed by X to be) disadvantageous (advanta-
geous) to Y; (iii) the differential treatment is suitably 
explained by Y’s and Z’s being (or believed by X to 
be) (members of) different groups; and (iv) the treat-
ment is not in accordance with an established weight-
ing ω of relevant ethical concerns.”

This modified definition does not render the notion of dis-
crimination useless. One only must pay attention to whether 
the notion is applied properly. The correct use of the notion 
of discrimination is not “Action A is wrong, because it is a 
case of discrimination”, but rather “Action A is a case of dis-
crimination, because of ω [where ω refers to an established 
weighting of relevant ethical concerns in a given context]”. 
In many cases, ω will incorporate principles such as respect 
for self-determination, do not harm, and justice, but also 
more concrete ideas of fairness (including experiences of 
unfairness in the past).

Note, again, that this understanding of discrimination 
deviates from the understanding of Lippert-Rasmussen and 
others in that it takes discrimination as a moralized concept. 
As mentioned above, for Lippert-Rasmussen discrimination 
is only “contingently bad”. He observes: “An instance of dis-
crimination is pro tanto bad, when it is, because it makes the 
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discriminatees worse off.” (2006, 174) This means, in turn, 
if an act of discrimination does not make the discriminatees 
worse off it is still an act of discrimination, but not a mor-
ally wrongful one. In contrast, I suggest that discrimination 
is always morally wrong or, to adopt Lippert-Rasmussen’s 
phrase: An act is pro tanto an act of discrimination, if it is, 
because it wrongs a person belonging to a certain group 
by means of an inappropriate balancing of relevant ethical 
concerns. This is in line with a widespread use of the notion 
in everyday language (Thomsen 2013, note 15). It is also 
supported by anti-discrimination provisions in legal frame-
works. Typically, such provisions prohibit discrimination 
simpliciter which, in turn, suggests that discrimination is 
always wrong.

To think of “discrimination” as necessarily rather than 
only contin gently bad does, of course, not settle the ques-
tion, why discrimination is morally wrong. The unreflective 
use of the notion in everyday language often obscures this 
fact and the philosophical discussion of recent years has, 
therefore, raised the question about the wrongfulness of dis-
crimination with good reasons. While most scholars have 
tried to identify one single wrong-making feature of discrim-
ination, I suggest that there is no such single wrong-making 
feature. Rather, there are a number of different features that 
can play a role, among them, of course, harm (as argued by 
Lippert-Rasmussen), but also disrespect (as argued by Hell-
man) or infringements of deliberative freedoms (as argued 
by Moreau). The conditions (iii) and (iv) of the modified 
definition capture two characteristic features of discrimina-
tion: first, discrimination is always tied to group membership 
(though the group need not be “social salient”) and second, 
discrimination is always linked to a balancing process. Note 
that this implies that a person who discriminates against 
someone else must have a prima facie moral reason for his 
acting (some reason to put in the balance). If, for example, 
someone brutally batters someone else because of a certain 
feature (i.e., group membership) we would hardly call this an 
act of discrimination, but rather plain battery. If, however, an 
employer refuses to give a job to an applicant because of a 
certain feature that is unrelated to the job we certainly would 
call this discrimination. In such a case, the employer can 
prima facie claim to have a right to give the job to whom-
ever he or she wants. The applicant, in contrast, can claim to 
be disadvantaged. Only after a weighting of the competing 
claims we come to the conclusion that the right to assign 
the job without constraints is morally less weighty than the 
right of the applicant to be considered solely according to 
his or her job-related qualifications. All things considered, 
the right to assign the job without constraints turns out to be 
insufficient. Again, the latter is characteristic for discrimina-
tion: it is always an all things considered-issue or weighting 
of various ethical concerns.

5  An exemplary case

A good example to illustrate the complex interplay of differ-
ent ethical concerns that are at stake when it comes to decid-
ing whether an act should count as a case of discrimination 
or not is the recruitment practice of religious institutions.2 
For quite a long time, religious institutions could impose 
specific requirements on job applicants, especially in view of 
religious commitment—a trait which is typically explicitly 
mentioned in anti-discrimination provisions. Recently, this 
established practice has been restricted by a ruling of the 
European Court of Justice (case C-414/16 as of 17 April 
2018). The court decided that

“the genuine, legitimate and justified occupa-
tional requirement it [i.e. Art. 4(2) of Directive 
2000/78] refers to is a requirement that is necessary 
and objectively dictated, having regard to the ethos of 
the church or organisation concerned, by the nature 
of the occupational activity concerned or the circum-
stances in which it is carried out, and cannot cover 
considerations which have no connection with that 
ethos or with the right of autonomy of the church or 
organisation. That requirement must comply with the 
principle of proportionality.” (Rn. 69)

In other words, religious institutions—in this particular case, 
the Protestant Church in Germany and its social welfare 
organization Diakonie—are no longer allowed to reject job 
applicants with deviant religious beliefs as such, but only 
if the nature of the occupational activity concerned or the 
circumstances in which it is carried out have a strong con-
nection to the ethos of the institution. This connection must, 
in principle, be subject to an independent re-examination 
and must not rest on the evaluation of the religious institu-
tion alone. In this particular case, the national labor court to 
which the case was redirected saw no such strong connection 
and considered, therefore, that the rejection of the applicant 
was unlawful (German Federal Labour Court, case 8 AZR 
501/14 as of 25 October 2018). Yet, in another case, the 
German Federal Constitutional Court supported the right 
of religious communities—in this case, the Catholic Church 

2 In this paper, I am primarily concerned with the ethical concept of 
discrimination. Legal cases like those I am considering in the follow-
ing can, therefore, not count as decisive evidence for my argument. 
It might be that existing legal regulations simply do not measure up 
to the ethical concept of discrimination. Moreover, court decisions 
could be based on various considerations or even employ a particular 
legal concept of discrimination different from the ethical one. How-
ever, the ethical discussion on discrimination of recent years which 
I am taking up is largely guided by an established use of the concept 
of discrimination which, in turn, is reflected (among other things) in 
legal regulations and court decisions. Considering them may, there-
fore, at least provide some evidence.
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and its social welfare organization Caritas—to set its own 
standards for employees. In this case, a chief physician was 
released from his position in a catholic hospital after his 
remarriage (case 2 BvR 661/12 as of 22 October 2014). 
Apparently, the court did not count this as a case of dis-
crimination. The German Federal Labour Court forwarded 
this decision to the European Court of Justice, which, again, 
decided against the religious community (case C-68/17 as 
of 11 September 2018). The rulings by the European Court 
of Justice reflect a certain dynamic in view of the social 
consensus regarding the authority of religious communities 
on the one side and the autonomy of the individual on the 
other. According to the new weighting authorized by the 
court, what did not count as discrimination so far is con-
sidered a discriminatory practice as of now. The ruling by 
the German Federal Constitutional Court shows, in contrast, 
that this new weighting is not (yet) generally accepted. For 
the time being, the notion of discrimination is somewhat 
indeterminate in this context.

Some may wish to object that the case of religious com-
munities is a very special one that is hardly suitable to demon-
strate the dynamic character of the concept of discrimination. 
There are, however, other examples which point along similar 
lines. Take, for instance, the decision by the European Court 
of Justice that gender-related differences in insurance contracts 
are incompatible with European law (case C-236/09 as of 1 
March 2011).

All this confirms, again, that social saliency is not suitable 
to define discrimination. Rather, it is always a mixture of dif-
ferent normative considerations that merge into the concept 
of discrimination. What is more, there is no globally appli-
cable standard that determines the right weighting. While in 
one social environment, a trait may be considered especially 
important (e.g., because of specific historical injustice or pre-
sent disadvantages), it can be less critical in another and may, 
therefore, more easily be dismissed. While individual freedom 
is considered paramount in one context, protection from harm 
for members of a certain group is more important in another.

If the concept of discrimination is used in an unqualified 
way, it is often suggested that there is an established weight-
ing of the various ethical concerns involved. Sometimes such 
an established weighting does really exist, and the concept of 
discrimination can rightly be used to flag it. Yet, sometimes 
such established weighting does not exist. Then substantial 
reasons need to be provided to reach it. Simply stating that a 
certain act is a case of discrimination is insufficient under these 
circumstances and merely question begging.

6  The rise of AI/ADM as a matter of ethical 
concern

Since decades ago, a large variety of computer-based tools 
have been employed and continually refined to support deci-
sion-making in many areas of human life. In view of this 
development, Virginia Eubanks has observed:

“Since the dawn of the digital age, decision-making in 
finance, employment, politics, health, and human ser-
vices has undergone revolutionary change. Forty years 
ago, nearly all of the major decisions that shape our 
lives—whether or not we are offered employment, a 
mortgage, insurance, credit, or a government service—
were made by human beings. They often used actuarial 
processes that made them think more like computers 
than people, but human discretion still ruled the day. 
Today, we have ceded much of that decision-making 
power to sophisticated machines. Automated eligibility 
systems, ranking algorithms, and predictive risk mod-
els control which neighborhoods get policed, which 
families attain needed resources, who is short-listed 
for employment, and who is investigated for fraud.” 
(Eubanks 2017, 3)

 Shortly before, Frank Pasquale has subsumed different tech-
nologies under the critical notion of “secret algorithms” and 
proclaimed the “black box society” (Pasquale 2015). In a 
more popular approach, Cathy O’Neil has coined the term 
“weapons of math destruction” to emphasize the dramatic 
consequences of AI/ADM on society (O’Neil 2016). Mean-
while, a number of scholarly papers address “the ethics of 
algorithms” (Mittelstadt et al. 2016).

For some time, everybody has been talking about artifi-
cial intelligence (AI). However, the notion is pretty vague. 
Famously, Elaine Rich, Kevin Knight and Shivashankar Nair 
provided the following—admittedly tentative—definition:

“Artificial Intelligence (AI)  is the study of how to 
make computers do things which, at the moment, peo-
ple do better.” (Knight et al. 2010, 3)

Providing a precise definition proves to be difficult and is 
still a matter of scientific dispute (cf. Bringsjord and Govin-
darajulu 2020). Within a public policy context, the EU High-
Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence suggested the 
following working definition:

“Artificial intelligence (AI) systems are software (and 
possibly also hardware) systems designed by humans 
that, given a complex goal, act in the physical or digi-
tal dimension by perceiving their environment through 
data acquisition, interpreting the collected structured 
or unstructured data, reasoning on the knowledge, or 
processing the information, derived from this data and 
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deciding the best action(s) to take to achieve the given 
goal. AI systems can either use symbolic rules or learn 
a numeric model, and they can also adapt their behav-
iour by analysing how the environment is affected by 
their previous actions. As a scientific discipline, AI 
includes several approaches and techniques, such as 
machine learning (of which deep learning and rein-
forcement learning are specific examples), machine 
reasoning (which includes planning, scheduling, 
knowledge representation and reasoning, search, and 
optimization), and robotics (which includes control, 
perception, sensors and actuators, as well as the inte-
gration of all other techniques into cyber-physical sys-
tems).” (High-Level Expert Group in Artificial Intel-
ligence 2019a, 6)

Apparently, the kind of systems for automated decision-
making currently discussed largely overlaps with this notion 
of AI. At times, an even broader notion of AI serves as a 
convenient label that subsumes all sorts of computer-based 
tools. The ongoing discussion on the “ethics of algorithms” 
is partly based on such a broader notion of AI. For the 
moment, this somewhat unspecific talk of AI will be taken 
as a basis. Further below, some qualifications will be made.

7  Discrimination and AI/ADM

A recurrent theme within the criticism of AI/ADM is that 
its increasing use aggravates issues of discrimination. For 
example, Eubanks remarks:

“Automated decision-making shatters the social safety 
net, criminalizes the poor, intensifies discrimination, 
and compromises our deepest national values. It 
reframes shared social decisions about who we are and 
who we want to be as systems engineering problems.” 
(Eubanks 2017, 12)

In a latter passage, she observes:

“High-tech tools have a built-in and patina of objec-
tivity that often lead us to believe that their decisions 
are less discriminatory than those made by humans. 
But bias is introduced through programming choices, 
data selection, and performance metrics. The digital 
poorhouse, in short, does not treat like cases alike.” 
(Eubanks 2017, 194–195)

From the context, it becomes clear that Eubanks thinks that 
AI/ADM is not only no better than human decision-making, 
but much worse.

In addition, Pasquale has, among other things, discrimi-
natory practices in mind when he expresses his concerns in 
view of the widespread use of AI/ADM. According to him, 

“[w]ithout a society-wide commitment to fair data practices, 
digital discrimination will only intensify.” (Pasquale 2015, 
21).

Such charges are not limited to popular books or semi-
academic literature. In a scholarly review paper, Mittelstadt 
et al. remark:

“Much of the reviewed literature also addresses how 
discrimination results from biased evidence and deci-
sion-making.” (Mittelstadt et al. 2016, 8).

In fact, in legal theory, philosophy, the social sciences and 
computer sciences alike, the issue of “discrimination in the 
age of algorithms” (Kleinberg et al. 2018) has become an 
intensively debated topic (cf. e.g. Zliobaite 2017; Danks and 
London 2017; Chander 2017; Kim 2017; Gillis and Spiess 
2018; Lee 2018; Williams et al. 2018; Gangadharan and 
Niklas 2019; Obermeyer et al. 2019).

In the meantime, the issue has also reached public policy 
debates (Gómez 2018, chap. 8; Global Future Council on 
Human Rights 2018). Zuiderveen Borgesius has written a 
report for the Anti-Discrimination Department of Council 
of Europe. In this report, the author claims that non-discrim-
ination law has “several weaknesses in the context of AI 
decision-making” (Zuiderveen Borgesius 2018, 19). Moreo-
ver, Zuiderveen Borgesius maintains that “new types of AI-
driven differentiation seem unfair and problematic – some 
might say discriminatory” (Zuiderveen Borgesius 2018, 20). 
However, why exactly is the use of AI/ADM problematic in 
the first place? In addition, why does it intensify discrimi-
nation? Some would argue exactly the other way around, as 
Eubanks willingly reports:

“In Indiana, Los Angeles, and Allegheny County, tech-
nologists and administrators explained to me that high-
tech tools in public services increase transparency and 
decrease discrimination.” (Eubanks 2017, 168)

More generally speaking, how is it possible that in so many 
areas AI/ADM is being introduced if it is morally problem-
atic? Do people advocating its use simply ignore the prob-
lems or are they suffering from moral turpitude? If it would 
be undisputable that AI/ADM aggravates discrimination, 
then the latter would be the only reasonable conclusion.

In a short, but illuminating analysis on “Data Mining and 
the Discourse on Discrimination” Solon Barocas has sug-
gested that “[i]nconsistencies in charges of discrimination 
have been the cause of recent teeth gnashing” and has con-
tinued to remark that “the current debate suffers from many 
of the same conceptual challenges that have characterized 
discrimination from its very inception as a formal notion in 
the law” [and in ethics, as might be added] (Barocas 2014, 
3–4). The analysis provided above may help to elucidate the 
issue. If the argument there was sound, the first question to 
ask is whether there is an established weighting of relevant 
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ethical principles for a specific area or not. There are three 
possible answers to this question which give rise to three 
different scenarios: (1) an established weighting of relevant 
ethical principles does not exist, i.e., the concrete reading of 
discrimination is unsettled, (2) such a weighting does exist 
in principle, but its exact scope or mode of application is 
contentious in detail, and (3) a weighting does exist, i.e., 
the notion of discrimination is definitive. I will examine the 
claim that the use of AI/ADM aggravates issues of discrimi-
nation for these three scenarios in turn.

(1) If there is no established weighting of relevant ethical 
principles for a specific area, substantial reasons need to be 
provided to reach it. Only then, it is possible to classify a 
certain treatment as discriminatory—regardless of whether 
AI/ADM is involved or not. In this case it is, therefore, inap-
propriate to maintain that the use of AI/ADM aggravates 
issues of discrimination. It may, rather, trigger a debate on 
how to weigh relevant ethical principles that is overdue.

(2) In some cases, anti-discrimination rules exist, but 
their scope or appropriate mode of application is conten-
tious. This is, apparently, the problem in some of the con-
troversies about AI/ADM. An interesting case in point has 
recently been reported from Austria’s employment agency 
(Arbeitsmarktservice—AMS).

According to a report from Algorithm Watch (Kayser-Bril 
2019), AMS is about to roll out an algorithm that assigns job 
seekers to three different categories based on their estimated 
chances on the labor market and the predicted benefit of 
support measures. Persons who probably need no help in 
finding a new job are assigned to category A, persons who 
might benefit from retraining are assigned to category B, 
and persons who are deemed unemployable are assigned 
to group C. The sorting is based on a number of personal 
traits, including sex, age, nationality, education, and health 
status. The reason for introducing the algorithm is that the 
employment agency wants to spend its limited resources 
most efficiently and seeks to avoid spending money for 
support measures which are futile. However, a documen-
tation paper by the company that designed the algorithm 
(Holl et al. 2018) shows that members of some groups, e.g., 
women and disabled persons, are given a negative weight by 
the algorithm in at least some models. Critics like Algorithm 
Watch, therefore, claimed that the algorithm is discrimina-
tory. AMS executive director Johannes Kopf rejected such 
objections as mistaken and unfounded (Kopf 2019). He reaf-
firmed that the algorithm is meant as a means for improving 
the decisions taken by the agency’s consultants.

Apparently, there is a dispute about the appropriate way 
of applying existing anti-discrimination rules between AMS 
and its critics. While the critics see a clear violation of exist-
ing national and EU anti-discrimination rules, the agency 
seems to argue that spending public money inefficiently is 
wrongful and unfair against those who would benefit from 

supporting measures. In part, this is a dispute about whether 
(or to what degree) past injustices and present disadvantages 
should be included in the weighting of ethical principles. 
As has been argued above, such concerns typically play an 
important role in the process of determining what has to 
count as discrimination. Yet, the specific weight which these 
concerns should be given is sometimes controversial. To 
sum up, the use of AI for decision-making does not aggra-
vate issues of discrimination in this second scenario. Again, 
it only highlights the need for an ethical debate—this time 
about the correct interpretation of the concept in a given 
context. In this debate, neither side can merely claim that 
issues of discrimination are at stake or reject this claim, 
respectively. As long as there is no agreement on moral 
grounds, the question of discrimination is simply open.

(3) Existing anti-discrimination rules already cover 
a broad field of activities, in particular, many of those in 
which AI/ADM is already being used or will be used in 
the near future. On the face of it, it should be clear in these 
cases whether a certain algorithm is discriminatory or not. 
Again, the charge of aggravation would be mistaken. How-
ever, things are more complicated as I will show in the next 
section.

8  Discrimination intensified

As has been mentioned above, Pasquale deploys the notion 
of a “black box” in his critique of the use of AI for decision-
making. In doing so, he points towards something important. 
What he highlights is a lack of transparency that is typical 
for many uses of AI/ADM (Pasquale 2015, 3–14). In fact, 
AI/ADM is often characterized by “epistemic opacity”, that 
is to say, the algorithms include epistemically relevant ele-
ments which a cognitive agent does not or even cannot know 
(Humphreys 2009). The complexity of AI/ADM makes it 
difficult to evaluate its inner workings. What is more, the 
ability of machine-learning approaches to derive complex 
patterns of high-dimensional interactions lies at the heart of 
their power and renders them non-transparent. The outcome 
they generate often does not allow for unpacking and access-
ing its detailed formation (Heinrichs and Eickhoff 2020).

Epistemic opacity is the real problem when it comes to 
automated decision-making and the charge of discrimina-
tion. If we need to come to a shared understanding regarding 
an appropriate weighting of competing ethical concerns to 
determine whether something should count as discrimina-
tion or not, we need to know what parameters were included 
in the first place, how the data were collected, and how it 
influenced the outcome. Epistemic opacity undermines 
exactly this process and therefore intensifies issues of dis-
crimination. Or, to put it differently, AI/ADM often is at 
odds with our common practice of ethical deliberation. Since 
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the notion of discrimination rests on exactly this practice of 
ethical deliberation, it is threatened by the usage of these 
forms of automated decision-making.

Above, I have distinguished three cases based on whether 
an established weighting of ethical principles exists that 
defines what has to count as discriminatory practice in a par-
ticular area. If such a weighting does not exist or its precise 
scope or appropriate mode of application is contentious, the 
claim that the use of AI/ADM turned out to be erroneous. 
I will now consider the case that an established weighting 
of principles does exist. In fact, the prominent role which 
the concept of discrimination plays in modern societies has 
given rise to a wide range of anti-discrimination rules and 
a sophisticated casuistry of their proper application. Quite 
often, cases of discrimination are not difficult to detect and 
regulatory mechanisms are well suited to sanction them. 
However, the use of AI/ADM can undermine this well-
functioning normative practice. In short, the claim that the 
use of AI/ADM aggravates issues of discrimination is in 
some cases accurate. In the following, I will examine three 
different scenarios which all have a central theme: a lack of 
transparency.

First, I want to examine cases in which it is unclear 
exactly which parameters are used in an algorithm. An 
instructive example is the “Correctional Offender Man-
agement Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS)” 
tool originally developed by Northpointe (now distributed 
by Equivant as part of the Northpointe Suite) and used by 
courts in several US states. Among other things, the system 
is being used for rating a defendant’s risk of future crime. 
Severe criticism has been raised by ProPublica that COM-
PAS is biased against blacks (Angwin et al. 2016). Equiv-
ant disagreed and claimed that ProPublica made several sta-
tistical and technical errors (Dieterich et al. 2016). Others 
have supported their view (Flores et al. 2016). So far, it is 
impossible to assess the accusation as well as the apology, 
since Equivant does not fully disclose the algorithm used 
to calculate a defendant’s risk score. For the time being, it 
remains unclear whether COMPAS is actually discrimina-
tory or not (conceding that an agreement about the appropri-
ate weighting of ethical principles exists). Considering the 
importance of the area in which COMPAS is used, this is 
hardly acceptable.3

A second type of case is equally important in view of 
discriminatory practices and also linked to epistemic opac-
ity: the use of proxies for protected personal traits. It is a 
common method of bypassing existing anti-discrimination 

rules to use a proxy trait instead of an explicitly protected 
trait.4 Say, it is agreed that gender is a trait that must not be 
considered for selecting persons in a particular context. It 
is, then, possible to base a selection procedure on another 
accessible trait X which is highly correlated with gender, but 
not explicitly protected rather than on gender itself with the 
same discriminatory effect. The crucial point is that the use 
of AI/ADM may facilitate this type of discrimination and, at 
the same time, obscure it, as Mittelstadt points out:

“Proxies for protected attributes are not easy to pre-
dict or detect […], particularly when algorithms access 
linked datasets […]. Profiles constructed from neutral 
characteristics such as postal code may inadvertently 
overlap with other profiles related to ethnicity, gen-
der, sexual preference and so on […]. Beyond legally 
protected groups. It remains unclear from the outset 
the types of behavioural identity tokens and decision-
making models that can be produced, and which of 
these are potentially ethically troubling.” (Mittelstadt 
2017, 479).

Large datasets make it easy to identify suitable proxies while 
the epistemic opacity of AI/ADM algorithms makes it dif-
ficult to access their exact method of operation. As a con-
sequence, the use of AI/ADM can really aggravate issues 
of discrimination for it can undermine the enforcement of 
established ethical agreements. Barocas puts forward that 
in such cases “[…] data mining is not itself discriminatory. 
Rather, data mining here serves as a tool for those who 
purposefully seek out new ways to discriminate.” (Baro-
cas 2014, 1) He then admits that “data mining can more 
effectively realize discriminatory intent”—which I take to 
be a form of aggravation. However, Kleinberg et al. (2018) 
maintain that algorithms have also the potential for increas-
ing transparency. In particular, they emphasize that human 
decisions are often opaque, too, and that algorithms may 
help to detect forms of discrimination that otherwise would 
remain hidden or at least unproven.

A third type of cases concerns the gathering of (training) 
data which is essential for many AI/ADM technologies. In 
a helpful review, David Danks and Alex John London dis-
tinguish five types of algorithmic bias (Danks and London 
2017, 4692–4694). In view of the first type examined, i.e., 
“training data bias”, they have observed:

“In particular, a ‘neutral’ learning algorithm (in what-
ever sense of that term one wants) can yield a model 
that strongly deviates from the actual population statis-
tics, or from a morally justifiable type of model, simply 

3 It should be noted that the intense debate about the COMPAS algo-
rithm is primarily concerned with a different question: the point at 
issue is whether the algorithm’s aggregate effect on particular groups 
is morally acceptable or not.

4 Arguably, this makes it a case of indirect rather than direct discrim-
ination. It is controversial whether these two types of discrimination 
are morally different or not, cf. Khaitan (2018).
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because the input or training data is biased in some 
way. Moreover, this type of algorithmic bias (again, 
whether statistical, moral, legal, or other) can be quite 
subtle or hidden, as developers often do not publicly 
disclose the precise data used for training the autono-
mous system. If we only see the final learned model or 
its behavior, then we might not even be aware, while 
using the algorithm for its intended purpose, that 
biased data were used.” (Danks and London 2017, 
4692).

There are a number of well-documented real cases and also 
fictional ones which demonstrate the subtlety the authors 
here refer to. An especially interesting case has recently 
been reported by Obermeyer et al. (2019) They investigated 
a widely used algorithm for managing the health of popula-
tions. According to their analysis, the algorithm “exhibits 
significant racial bias” (Obermeyer et al. 2019, 447). The 
reason for this bias is not at all obvious and was only detect-
able because the researchers had “a unique window into the 
mechanisms by which bias arises.” (Obermeyer et al. 2019, 
449). They found that “the algorithm’s prediction on health 
needs is, in fact, a prediction on health costs.” (Obermeyer 
et al. 2019, 449). However, it turned out that at “a given level 
of health […] Blacks generate lower costs than Whites […].” 
(Obermeyer et al. 2019, 450) The authors conclude:

“These results suggest that the driving force behind 
the bias we detect is that Black patients generate lesser 
medical expenses, conditional on health, even when 
we account for specific comorbidities. As a result, 
accurate prediction of costs necessarily means being 
racially biased on health.” (Obermeyer et al. 2019, 
450)5

This case shows, once again, that the use of AI/ADM can 
aggravate issues of discrimination—even unintentionally. 
The inner workings of AI/ADM itself can have a detrimental 
effect and hinder transparency which is essential for avoiding 
discrimination.

9  A call for transparency and explainability

Given the “ethical grammar” of the notion of discrimina-
tion, its proper use—flagging an agreed-upon malpractice—
is already difficult and sometimes not adequately observed. 
With the introduction of AI/ADM, it can become more dif-
ficult, and sometimes even impossible, to apply the notion 

correctly—at least if we do not impose strict transparency 
requirements on the implementation and use of AI/ADM. 
For an ethical assessment, it is essential to know details 
about algorithms. This includes knowledge about technical 
details such as target variables and class labels, training data 
and feature selection (Barocas and Selbst 2016, 678 ff.).

The EU High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelli-
gence rightly emphasizes the principle of explicability in 
their recent Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI:

“Explicability is crucial for building and maintaining 
users’ trust in AI systems. This means that processes 
need to be transparent, the capabilities and purpose 
of AI systems openly communicated, and decisions – 
to the extent possible – explainable to those directly 
and indirectly affected. Without such information, a 
decision cannot be duly contested. An explanation as 
to why a model has generated a particular output or 
decision (and what combination of input factors con-
tributed to that) is not always possible. These cases are 
referred to as ‘black box’ algorithms and require spe-
cial attention. In those circumstances, other explicabil-
ity measures (e.g. traceability, auditability and trans-
parent communication on system capabilities) may be 
required, provided that the system as a whole respects 
fundamental rights. The degree to which explicability 
is needed is highly dependent on the context and the 
severity of the consequences if that output is erroneous 
or otherwise inaccurate.” (High-Level Expert Group 
on Artificial Intelligence 2019b, 13)

In this passage, the notion of “black box” is used in a more 
limited sense than in Pasquale’s book. The High-Level 
Expert Group on AI employs it to mark important differ-
ences within the broad field of AI/ADM technologies. These 
differences are important since they give rise to different 
transparency requirements. It is, therefore, now the time to 
make some distinctions in view of AI/ADM. In some cases, 
systems for automated decision-making use rather simple 
models. In these cases, it is essential to know details about 
the data and the target variables. In principle, transparency 
is easy to realize in such cases—unless companies or organ-
izations are blocking the disclosure of their algorithms—
although the amount of data can still be a challenge in such 
cases. In the case of more complex models (in particular in 
case of complex deep learning algorithms), creating trans-
parency is much more difficult. In these cases, it is not the 
reluctance of a company or organization or the complex-
ity of correlations that prevents openness, but the nature 
and design of the algorithms themselves. While in view of 
simple types of automated decision-making, it can already 
be difficult to access which features they appeal to explic-
itly or implicitly, complex algorithms (e.g., deep learning 

5  This  case could also be considered under the second scenario 
above, i.e., as a problem of inappropriate proxies. In considering it 
here, I want to emphasize the discrimination-relevant effect of train-
ing data on the outcome an algorithm generates.
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algorithms) proceed in ways that can be inaccessible for 
human reasoning.

Under the notion of “explainable AI”, efforts are being 
made to address the aforementioned problem (cf. Wier-
zynski 2018). Measures such as traceability, auditability 
and transparent communication on system capabilities are 
perhaps the best that can be done to make complex algo-
rithms accessible for critical evaluation. It turns out that AI 
is a heterogenous field: while some forms of AI are only 
“contingently opaque” (e.g., due to trade secrets) others are 
“essentially opaque” (i.e., due to the inherent complexity 
of the models used). This must be taken into account when 
calling for transparency (Selbst and Barocas 2018). At any 
rate, appropriate ways need to be developed to make algo-
rithms intelligible.

In view of the problem of discrimination, transpar-
ency regarding the use of personal traits is crucial. What 
is needed, first, is an open debate about which traits must 
not be used for differentiating between people in specific 
contexts. The agreements reached in this debate are the basis 
for critically evaluating the use of AI/ADM and develop-
ing appropriate tools (see for example Zliobaite 2017). It 
might be that we conclude that in specific contexts the use 
of particular traits is incompatible with our vision of a fair 
society. If we do, we need to know whether an algorithm 
makes use of them or not and how they influence its output. 
It may, therefore, only superficially be a paradox to ask for 
more data to fight discrimination in the age of algorithms 
(Williams et al. 2018). However, acquiring and using data 
in an appropriate way becomes certainly more challenging. 
In this sense, issues of discrimination really are intensified 
in the age of AI/ADM.

10  Conclusion

In this paper I have examined the claim that the use of artifi-
cial intelligence and automated decision-making (AI/ADM) 
aggravates issues of discrimination. I have rejected this gen-
eral claim on the basis of a philosophical understanding of 
discrimination. In contrast to some other accounts, I have 
defended a moralized understanding of discrimination. What 
is more, I have argued in favor of the formula: “Action A is 
a case of discrimination, because of ω [where ω refers to 
an established weighting of relevant ethical concerns in a 
given context]”. This account helps to understand why the 
general claim in view of the aggravation of discrimination is 
unwarranted. However, epistemic opacity may undermine a 
sound ethical examination of complex algorithms and this, 
in turn, can intensify issues of discrimination. Against this 
background, research initiatives for explainable AI are espe-
cially important from an ethical point of view.
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